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Disclaimers & Forward looking statements

This proprietary presentation (the “Presentation”) is given for general informational purposes only and shall be
kept strictly confidential. Until a Definitive Agreement is executed and delivered, there shall be no legal
obligations owed by either party of any kind whatsoever (other than those relating to confidentiality) with
respect to any of the material contained in the Presentation. The term “Definitive Agreement” shall mean a
legally binding agreement setting forth the terms and conditions and other provisions relating to any transaction.
All of the information contained in the Presentation is subject to further modification and any and all forecasts,
projections or forward-looking statements contained herein shall not be relied upon as facts nor relied upon as
any representation of future results which may materially vary from such projections and forecasts. You should
obtain your own independent advice on the accounting and tax aspects of the proposed solution outlined in
this Presentation. You agree that you are not relying and will not rely on any communication (written or oral) of
Creek Holdings Ltd. (“CHL”) as investment advice or as a recommendation to enter into any transaction, and
that you are capable of assessing the merits of and understanding (on your own behalf or through independent
professional advice), and should you enter into a Definitive Agreement with CHL, you will do so because you
understand and accept, the terms and conditions and risks (including but not limited to economic, competitive,
operational, accounting and tax risks) of such transaction. CHL does not in any way warrant, represent or
guarantee the accounting or tax results of the transaction described in the Presentation nor does it hold itself
out as a legal, tax or accounting advisor to any party. Nothing contained herein is in any way intended by CHL
to offer, solicit and/or market any security or any securities related product which CHL is otherwise prohibited by
United States, or any other applicable laws, rules, regulations, or guidelines from offering, soliciting, or marketing.

Investing in the future;
strategically.

About Us

Creek Holdings Ltd. (CHL) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Creek Holdings Inc. (CHI) that
invests in emerging companies and trends with the objective of fostering growth, reducing
risk and maximizing investment returns. The company engages in diverse business activities
including but not limited to; Technology, Mining (Precious Metals), Healthcare & Cannabis/
CBD, Real Estate. Creek Holdings' long-term strategy is to facilitate the acquisition of existing
companies and provide additional capital to continue and increase the volume and the
profitability of the acquired companies as well as to continue to expand through acquiring
and investing in growing businesses in emerging economies and to take and market those
businesses into emerging markets right after acquisition or investment.

The global CBD market size is
expected to reach USD 23.6
billion by 2025, expanding at a
CAGR of 22.2%

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-cannabidiol-cbd-market

THE STRATEGY
1.1 Mission
CHL is a holding company whose purpose is to facilitate the acquisition of existing companies and to
provide additional capital to increase the volume and the profitability of the acquired companies. This
platform will offer business and marketing synergies and will enable the combined companies to leverage
the same technology solutions at a cost savings to the overall operations.

1.2 Keys to Success
The three fundamentals that will differentiate CHL and create high-growth companies are:

1. High-Growth Market Segments
CHL will target companies that provide unmet needs in new and mature markets. CHL is seeking
companies that are small and will expand rapidly by fulfilling an unmet need in the market better than
anyone else.

•

Cannabis/CBD

Target Company

CANNABIS SATIVA
BELIEVES IN EDUCATION,
UPLIFTMENT PERSONAL
FULFILLMENT, CREATIVITY
AND INNOVATION.

15 Flavors
• ENERGY DRINKS
• TEAS
• WATERS
The Story

Cannabis Sativa is a South African company specialising in the craft of hemp infused
beverages. Established in 2014, the operation has grown into the success that it is today,
offering a large selection of hemp, CBD and THC infused beverages. From the inception of
ideas and new products to the manufacturing of raw materials into consumer goods, to
the distribution of these quality products, and building our reputation; Cannabis Sativa is
fully involved every step of the way. With increasing its global footprint, Cannabis Sativa
has decided to expand it's brands worldwide.

www.cannabissativadrinks.com

Four Twenty Chill Out

A category new to the functional drinks market, our FourTwenty Chill Out is developed with our consumers
in mind. Composed of our proprietary blend of 10mg of medi-grade CBD per serving and a blend of
adaptogenic herbs known for their relaxing qualities, our FourTwenty Chill Out range offers the chance to
kick back and embrace the chilled feeling we all need after a day of excess energy. All our FourTwenty
Chill Out drinks are completely sugar-free, and ever-so-slightly carbonated to remind you not to drift away
completely.

Energy Drinks

We've broken away from the conventional ideals of flavour, ingredients and aroma to bring you invigorating
energy, bursting with our inimitable Cannabis taste. Filled to the brim with our proprietary blend of a
combination of medi-grade CBD of 5mg per serving, plant extracts and a caffeine-kick measured at 40mg
per 100ml. Our Energy Drinks offer a combination of immediate and sustained energy release, sugar-free or
controlled sugar content of 4g per 100ml, above-average caffeine, and genuine cannabis components
(CBD).

Waters

Formulated with functionality in mind, our range is made with alkaline water, infused with 8mg CBD per
serving and packaged in a recyclable can. Flavoured by natural extracts and completely sugar-free, our
variety of Waters vary in flavour intensity and profiles, as such we offer a flavour suited to many preferences.

Teas

A blend of familiar favorites, highlighted by contemporary ingredients to bring new functionality to the wellloved brew of tea. All of our Teas are brewed with natural tea extracts and contain no artificial flavorings;
we’ve carefully selected our teas and blends to bring forth each ingredients unfailing natural benefits, as well
as a pleasant taste, without overpowering the senses. Our Teas are completely sugar-free, contain 8mg of
CBD per serving and cater to a variety of lifestyles.

Sustainability
Whilst we encourage you to indulge in copious servings of our products, we wholly ask you to do so responsibly!
Many aspects of the modern world embraces the notion of over consumption and excess; whilst this presents
an array of products to choose from, it also has detrimental consequences for our planet.

Recycle
Aluminum is by far the most environmentally-friendly packaging material for single-use beverages. Not only
can it be infinitely recycled, but its light-weight resilient nature requires less packaging and fuel when
transporting, thus leaving a lighter carbon footprint than competing packaging materials.

White-Label & Private-Label
Manufacturing
• FORMULATION
• R&D
• PACKAGING & LABELING

Target Company

A Life Sciences Company

Focusing on Medicinal Mushrooms

Company Snapshot

Nova Cybin Labs is advancing research on functional and psychedelic mushrooms, targeting the
nutraceutical market; while working closely with its partners to reach clinical trials that focus on
mental health, eating disorders and addiction.

Core Energy of Focus

•
Completing its application to Health Canada in order to obtain a license for research to
standardize the extraction of chemo typing and geno typing of 5 strains of psilocybin mushrooms
•
Develop IP for the extraction of psilocybin with the focus on developing a "quick release
delivery system" through micro-dosing.
•
To further expand its portfolio of functional mushroom beverages, creams and lotions and
other types of medicinal mushroom consumer packaged goods (CPG).

Corporate Highlights

•
Big opportunity for near-term revenue (Finished goods, lotions and creams;
in the final stretch for Medicinal Mushroom Elixirs)
•
Experience in successfully completing applications with Health Canada
having received it's (Medical Device Establishment License & COVID-19 site
license)
•
In the position to patent the methods of analysis through its partner
MedCan Biotech and Chief Board Advisor Dr. David Noshad a leading researcher
and scientist
•

The ability to use the data in the production of finished nutraceutical goods

•
Psychedelic mushrooms are legal in the Netherlands, Brazil and Jamaica
giving Nova Cybin Labs the option to sell their finished products in these
jurisdictions

•

Team Experience
& Overview

•
•
•

The management team has over 40 years combined experience in managing public and private
corporations
Successfully applied for and received its Health Canada Medical Device Establishment License (MDEL)
Successfully applied for and received its Health Canada COVID-19 Site License
The company is legally registered to bid on tenders through their Government Procurement #

•

Chief Medical Advisor has experience in research and development consulting and project management

•
•

Existing ownership in multiple health and wellness companies
Vast partnership network with biotechnology nd pharmaceuticals firms

Partnership Certifications

•
Austrian Medical Devices Registry (incl. In-vitro diagnostics IVD) according to § 67
(1) and (2) Austrian Medical Devices Act (MPG)
•
EC/CE Council & Directive Standards IVDD 98/79/EC

Our Access & Network

Includes a combination of scientists, doctors, researchers and professors educated in the field of
medicine, chemistry, plant biochemistry, pathology, and genomics at Simon Fraser University (SFU) and the
University of British Columbia (UBC), Wuhan University, Vancouver Coastal Health Research Institute.

Clinical Trials & Analysis

Performed By:
MedCan Biotechtecnologies
& their partners
MedCan uses the most advanced techniques in chemical analysis, genomics, medicine, and
plant sciences to conduct research on the medicinal properties of specific plants and their
effect on the brain. Their clinical trials are done at the Vancouver Coastal Health Research
(VCHR) Institute.
1

The global mushroom market reached a value of 53.7
Billion in 2019. Looking forward, it is expected to reach a
value of US$ 86.6 Billion by 2025, registering a CAGR of
8.3% during 2020-2025.

1
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/global-mushroom-market-2020-2025-102000814.html

Grow Operations
Langley, BC Facility
Over 20 Acres of Land
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual purpose facility (functional mushrooms & CBD/Hemp plants)
Lower costs compared to standard commercial warehouse space
Faster install & less maintenance
Around the clock surveillance with security cameras
30-year span between roof replacements
Extremely fertile land (mushrooms)
20,000 clones per quarter

• The 20-acre nursery, houses a 40,000 sq ft
greenhouse ideal for mushroom cultivation.
• 4,000 sq ft Micro grow(CBD/Hemp) facility situated on a 20
Acre Nursery in Langley, BC. The building is 90% completed
and is scheduled to be approved by Health Canada
approximately January 2021.

Overhead View of the
Langley, BC property

Digital Mockup
prior to completion

Gold increased by 17% during the
first half of 2020, moving up by an
additional 10% in July.
• Gold broke a new high on 28th July,
reaching US$1,940.9/oz

https://www.gold.org/goldhub/research/investment-update-gold-hits-record-high-sprint-or-marathon

•

Mining (Precious Metals)

As per the mining news below there are many M&A opportunities in this space.

Source: https://www.juniorminingnetwork.com/

2. Key Customers
CHL will seek out acquisition and investment targets that have key customers. These company
customers are more than customers as they act as an additional sales force and important advisors.
They inform the value proposition by sharing their experiences in terms of benefits other customers can
relate to. As an extension of the sales force they provide instant credibility and a halo effect as they
offer powerful endorsements of the products and/or services.

3. Strategic Alliances
In seeking high-growth companies, CHL will look to establish long-term mutually beneficial partnerships
with larger companies. Larger companies look for these alliances to deliver their innovations and add
profitable products and services into their valuable market channels.
CHL is set apart by the depth of hands-on management and investment experience of our team,
which includes financial and marketing professionals and operators from world-leading brands.

1.3 Business Model
The purpose of CHL is to facilitate the acquisition of existing companies and provide additional capital
to increase their volume and profitability. CHL’s investment portfolio will look for and acquire or invest
in both publicly listed and private companies. CHL will manage the operating companies through its
board representation. In the case where CHL does not have board representation in the investee
company, the investment will be treated as portfolio investment.
CHL will manage its investments on a de-centralised basis and its involvement will be mainly
concentrated on providing financial, operations and marketing support rather than on being involved
in the day-to-day management of the business units of investees.
The support provided to the investee companies can either be in the form of strategic, financial and
managerial support, and unlocking value by fostering a high-growth environment.
Shareholder agreements will be in place for associates and joint ventures where there are also other
major shareholders involved. These agreements protect its rights as shareholder and minimize risk.

What We Will Look For

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profitable and scalable businesses
Demonstrated competitive advantages
Meaningful and defensible market share
Experienced and capable management teams
Readily identified value enhancements
Culture and ethics of the Board and Management team
Expected return on investment greater than CHL’s weighted average cost of
capital
Viability of product and services
Geographical and market relevance

Key Joint Venture, Partner and Acquisition Criteria
• 2 years continuous profitability
• $100k to $1 million EBITDA
• $1 million to $5 million enterprise value
• Strong balance sheet and cash flow
• Opportunity to acquire majority ownership
1.4 Business Model Delivery
CHL will follow a step by step process to identify, filter, negotiate, integrate, close and assess each
acquisition target as follows.

Source: Ashish Baruah, Tapmi Manipal

1.5 Business Model Challenges
CHL recognizes the challenges in growing inorganically. The biggest challenge comes from the
Integration Phase, wherein CHL will have to ensure a smooth assimilation of IT, HR, Operations and
Process, Clientele and Security of the target firms. CHL has a plan for the following challenges:
Technological Challenges
CHL and the target firms may be at different levels of competencies with respect to technology used
throughout the organization. CHL will have to take effective integration steps to bring acquisitions at
par in terms of different technologies that are used or that they offer to the clients.
Cultural Assimilation
Integration of the human capital is paramount so that the entire work force is motivated to contribute
towards the goals and objectives of the alliance.
Process Integration
Integration of different delivery processes or different product development processes will be mitigated
by using best practices and assimilating the companies to come up with better organizational delivery
models.
Clientele Retention
Retaining the clients of the target firm will be managed by communicating with clients in confidence
regarding quality and delivery, service level agreements and vendor contracts. Keeping clients abreast
of how they will be serviced will mitigate client attrition.
Security
CHL will set up a process for security integration with respect to the IT side as well as the contract and
exchange of confidential information side by keeping all the stakeholders in loop of information
security policies and implementation steps.

1.6 Company Ownership
CHL’s issued share capital will consist of one class of shares, as follows:
ORDINARY CLASS "A" COMMON SHARES
*Creek Holdings Ltd. (CHL) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Creek Holdings Inc. (CHI)*

1.7 Private Equity Market
The acquisition of companies through Private Equity is very strong internationally especially for
strategic acquisitions as seen in the charts below from KPMG.
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2.0 SWOT Analysis
Strengths
• Defined market segments
• Market Knowledge, Passion
• Growing market
• Experienced Management
• Successful track record of integrating

•

Weaknesses
• Start-up
• Need to differentiate from others
• Need to invest in technology
• Need to add Management

complimentary firms through mergers &
acquisition
Access to capital

Opportunities
• High growth market segments
• Product and Services Expansion
• Expanding Portfolio
• Sales of businesses for significant P/E
• International market expansion

Threats
• Competition
• The destruction of value to due to poor
•
•
•

management
The loss of value or opportunity to
create value due to inefficient
identification of the acquisition target.
Increased country risks due to
opportunistic investments across
geographies
Economic fluctuations / downturn in the
economy

3.0 Products and Services
3.1 Investments into Start-ups and Medium Sized Businesses
The primary revenue generating center for CHL will come from capital investments (both loans and
equity) into start-ups with proprietary technology and medium sized businesses with an established
operating history in four sectors: Technology, Mining (Precious Metals), Healthcare & Cannabis/CBD,
Real Estate.
The Company anticipates that investments into start-ups and medium sized businesses will yield a 25% to
50% compounded return on investment. As part of CHL's operating procedure, a thorough due diligence
process will be completed before a business becomes a portfolio company. At the onset of operations,
CHL will employ several skilled research analysts and structured finance experts to ensure that each
transaction is structured so that the business receives a large return on investment without an undue risk
exposure. The first step in conducting the acquisitions will be to consolidate back room services. Upon
completion of this consolidation, other departments will undergo integration based on further analysis.

An effective integration of the companies is anticipated for completion within one year. This will
result in the creation of business cultures that are focused on fast growth.

3.2 Strategy and Implementation Summary
Differentiation
CHL wants to emphasize its differentiation as a business offering as a clear and viable alternative
for exponential growth through acquisition and pooling of resources.
Build a Relationship-Oriented Business.
Build long-term relationships with operator owners and clients, and their customers. Become their
operations, marketing and IT department. Make them understand the value of the relationship.
Focus on Target Markets.
CHL will focus on small, medium, and large size businesses in four key market segments for
acquisition and growth.
Competitive Edge
CHL’s competitive edge is its positioning as a strategic ally and support for acquired companies.
Building a business based on long-standing relationships with satisfied operators and clients,
simultaneously builds a strong defense against competition. The longer the relationship stands,
the more we help our companies and their clients understand what is being offered and why it’s
valuable.

4.0 Marketing Plan
CHL intends to maintain an ongoing marketing campaign that will ensure maximum visibility for the
business in its targeted markets. Below is an overview of the marketing strategies and objectives.
The sales & marketing strategy is built around the following guiding principles:
 Generate awareness
 Generate acquisitions
 Build loyalty and deepen relationships
 Amplify recommendation and word of mouth
CHL plans to reach their target companies by methods which have been proven to be
effective. They are:
Branding: Develop the CHL brand and build that brand to:






Deliver the message clearly
Confirm our credibility
Connect our target companies emotionally
Motivate our prospective companies

4.1 Marketing Objectives
• Develop an online presence by developing a website and placing the Company’s name and
contact information with online directories. Establish relationships with other investment firms
internationally.

4.2 Marketing Strategies

• CHL will not directly market its services to the general public but will showcase the business
model to potential investors and potential acquisition targets including start-ups and
established medium sized businesses. The Company will develop a website that showcases
the criteria that the business seeks among its portfolio businesses. This website, its web
address, and contact information will be listed among networks of websites that bring
potential acquisition sources.

Online Marketing Strategy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web Presence (Google & Kijiji)
LinkedIn
Search Engine Optimization
Online Advertising and Pay Per Click
Blogging and Podcasting
PR
Influencers & Celebrities
Social Media: Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest
E-mail Marketing

Statutory rights of action

Securities legislation in certain provinces in Canada provides certain purchasers of securities pursuant to an offering memorandum with a
right of action for damages or rescission, in addition to any other rights they may have at law,where the offering memorandum contains
a “misrepresentation”,as defined in the applicable securities legislation. A “misrepresentation” is generally an untrue statement of a
material factor an omission to state a material fact that is required to be stated or that is necessary to make any statement not
misleading in light of the circumstances in which it was made. A “material fact” is a fact that would reasonably be expected to
significantly affect the market price or value of the securities.
An “offering memorandum” generally means a document,together with any amendments to that document, purporting to describe the
business and affairs of an issuer that has been prepared primarily for delivery to and review by a prospective purchasers or as to assist the
prospective purchaser to make an investment decision in respect of securities being sold pursuant to an exemption from the requirement
to prepare and file a prospectus contained in applicable securities law,but does not include a document setting out current information
about an issuer for the benefit of a prospective purchaser familiar with the issuer through prior investment or business contacts. These
rights, or notice with respect to thereto, must be exercised or delivered by the purchaser with in the time limits prescribed by applicable
securities legislation. Each purchaser should refer to the complete text of the relevant provisions of the applicable securities legislation for
the particulars of these rights or consult with a legal adviser. The rights of action for rescission or damages described here in are in
addition to and without derogation from any other right or remedy that a purchaser may have at law. Set out below are descriptions
outlining the rights of action available to purchaser's resident in Ontario which are required to be disclosed and are subject to the
express provisions of the securities legislation of the applicable jurisdiction. Rights for Purchasers in Ontario Under Ontario securities
legislation, a purchaser resident in Ontario who purchases securities offered by an offering memorandum during the period of distribution
will have, subject to certain limitations and statutory defences, a statutory right of action for damages or, while still the owner of the
securities, for rescission against the issuer in the event that the offering memorandum contains a misrepresentation, without regard to
whether the purchaser relied on the misrepresentation. The right of action for damages is exercisable not later than the earlier of 180
days from the date the purchaser first has knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action and three years from the date on
which payment is made for the securities. The right of action for rescission is exercisable not later than 180 days from the date on which
payment is made for the securities. If a purchaser elects to exercise the right of action for rescission, the purchaser will have no right of
action for damages. In no case will the amount recoverable in any action exceed the price at which the securities were offered to the
purchaser and if the purchaser is shown to have purchased the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation, no person will be
liable. In the case of an action for damages, the issuer will not be liable for all or any portion of the damages that are proven to not
represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation relied upon. The foregoing summary is subject to
any express provisions of the securities legislation of each offering jurisdiction and the regulations, rules and policy statements thereunder
and reference is made there to for the complete text of such provisions. The rights of action described herein are in addition to and
without derogation from any other right or remedy that the purchaser may have at law.

5.0 Management
CHL’s management philosophy is based on responsibility and mutual respect. People who will work at
CHL will have an environment that encourages creativity and achievement. The team includes
successful individuals from various industries that are able to look at changing situations, make a quick
and accurate analysis, and then quickly formulate a plan of action for integration and growth.

5.1 Management Team & Board of Directors
Richard Cindric- CEO, Director
Mr. Richard Cindric brings with him many years of experience in entrepreneurship, corporate finance,
sales and marketing for public and private companies. Mr. Cindric has significant experience in
venture capital, early stage equity/debt financings and regulatory compliance in the cannabis
industry. He has many key contacts and invaluable relationships in the cannabis industry. As an investor
relation's expert, he has helped raise substantial funds in private and public financings for start-ups and
early growth orientated companies. As an entrepreneur, he also is President of Green Venture Capital
Corporation, a real estate investment company.

Joel DeBellefeuille- Co-Founder, President, Director & Chairman of the Board
Mr. Joel Hernandez-DeBellefeuille is an experienced entrepreneur, businessman and founder of Just3; a
boutique consulting firm providing strategic business solutions for private and public companies. He is
the CEO and co-founder of Marianna Naturals Corp., a celebrity beauty product brand that
manufactures CBD and non-CBD fresh handmade beauty care, personal care, and cosmetics
products. He also sits on the Board of Directors of Primo Nutraceuticals a public company listed on the
CSE. He is a strong advocate for Human Rights and has appeared in and been featured on Global
Television, CBC News, CJAD, The Montréal Gazette, The Canadian Press, CTV News, 98.5FM with Bénoit
Dutrizac, The Aaron Rand Show, Newstalk Radio with Co-host Sharman Yarnell, La Presse, The
Huffington Post, The Globe & Mail, Vice; as well as a sitting as a professional panelist for an accredited
law class at McGill University. Follow him on IG: @Dealmaker001

Toni Higgins- Co-Founder, Director
Ms. Toni Higgins has been in several executive management positions having successfully increasing
their bottom lines and maintaining their budgets. She has over 10 years of transportation & third party
logistics, JIT delivery, full truckload and Canada Customs experience.

Amandip (Andy) Jagpal - Director
Mr. Amandip (Andy) Jagpal holds a Bachelor of Science from the University of British Columbia. He has
taken numerous courses in Business Management. He was a research assistant with the Dean of Plant
Science and with Agriculture Canada. He was also involved in establishing an Integrated Pest
Management program with a large agriculture supply corporation. As an entrepreneur, he formerly
held the position of President of Alliance Vancouver. Alliance Vancouver is an Executive Office
Business Center which helps incubate new companies as well as assist existing companies with their
back end business management. Alliance Vancouver provided a home to over 100 Companies in
Vancouver and handles all back end work for them including telephone answering, word processing,
telecom management, accounting, property management and staffing. He is also involved with
Intrinsic Capital Corp. Intrinsic Capital Corp. is an investment group focused on taking unique and
financially viable projects public and providing access to venture capital. In addition it helps
companies with mergers and acquisitions. As Chief Operating Officer, his wide range of abilities and
skills is essential in evaluating and moving new projects forward in a positive direction. He is in charge
of all Mining Projects. Mr. Jagpal also has vast knowledge of farming operations. As Executive Director
for his family blueberry farm for 10 years, he was involved in the strategic direction of operations and
negotiating contracts for key accounts.

OFFICE ADDRESS:
5202 Walkley Avenue Suite. 2, Montreal, Quebec, H4V-2M5, Canada Office hours: Monday to Friday
9-4pm Tel. 514.434.2640 E. info@creekholdings.ca

Creek Holdings Ltd. (CHL) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Creek Holdings Inc. (CHI)
www.creekholdings.ca

